
RayFlow 6.5

6.5.13407.517

Released on 07 Apr 2022

Fixed an issue, where adding a new data field could shuffle the column headers. RF-4862
The issue will be fully solved after resetting the custom column layout.

Fixed a security issue, where an unprivileged user could see all tasks in the Tracking view. RF-4860

Fixed sporadic internal server error when an unprivileged user opens the Tracking view. RF-4861

Fixed internal server error (  error) while loading the Phase view. FormatException RF-4863

6.5.13401.512

Released on 21 Oct 2021

Fixed finish type events not properly refreshing single task view. RF-4846

Fixed incorrect selector positioning for autocomplete fields. RF-4847

6.5.13399.510

Released on 23 Jul 2021

Fixed issues during log-in. RF-4839

6.5.13398.509 [Service Pack 1]

Released on 09 Jul 2021

Feature highlights and improvements

Restored ability to edit tasks without leaving the phase overview screen, with additional edit button present to open tasks in a new tab. 

RF-4776

It is now possible to manually change the column widths in the Phase view, as it used to be possible in RayFlow 6.0. RF-4777

Improved general performance when working with large projects with thousands of tasks. RF-4781

It is now possible to sort tasks by their respective workflow phase in the My Tasks, Workflow and Batch views.  RF-4782 RF-4793

It is now possible to order tasks by their type in the Phase view. RF-4784

Resolved issues

Fixed an issue with missing clone task selection in the Clone Task view (note: this may require resetting your column layout after the 

upgrade). RF-4785

Fixed an issue where opening the configuration of a data field could lead to a . NullReferenceException RF-4796

Fixed an issue with the observer function, which was working outside of the expected area. RF-4799

Fixed issues with undefined widths and missing icons in columns Status and Task Type in the My Tasks view. RF-4805

6.5.12825.481

Released on 25 May 2021

Fixed an issue where the auto-calculated column sizes may be too small. RF-4774

Fixed an issue where it was not possible to run plugins of type BATCH. RF-4775



6.5.12823.477

Released on 21 Apr 2021

Fixed an error when displaying Date related datafield details. RF-4772

6.5.12822.476

Released on 09 Apr 2021

Fixed an issue, where the Phase Overview was using a wrong format for Date Fields. RF-4769

Fixed wrong Datetime conversion in the phase view. RF-4770

6.5.12820.473

Released on 22 Mar 2021

Fixed an issue, where date field values were decremented by one day on every save. RF-4768

6.5.12818.468 [RTM]

Released on 04 Feb 2021

This is the first release from product line 6.5.
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